The Doer Effect

The Doer Effect is the learning science principle that proves students who do practice questions
while reading new content have higher learning gains than those who only read.

FROM THE RESEARCH
The Doer Effect has been the focus of both academic and industry research. Studies of interactive courseware
from Carnegie Mellon University’s Open Learning Initiative showed that students who did more interactive
activities had a learning benefit approximately six times that of reading text and three times that of watching
video.1 This study confirmed what most people understand: doing practice is good for learning.
However, researchers at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) were able to show this relationship was not
coincidental; doing caused learning.2 Causal results are critical for educational research because we should
know with a high degree of certainty that the learning methods presented to students will be effective
for their learning.
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REPLICATING THE DOER EFFECT
VitalSource has replicated these findings in our Acrobatiq courseware platform, which was developed for
our college and university partners. In a recent research study,3 we analyzed data from courseware being used
at a major four-year public university. The analysis showed a correlation between the amount of practice students
did and their summative quiz scores. The more practice students did, the better their learning outcomes were.

EXAMPLE OF LEARN BY DOING IN ACROBATIQ

VitalSource also partnered with a major online institution to analyze courseware engagement data and final
exam scores. Results replicated the same causal relationship found at CMU—that doing practice causes
learning.4,5 Replicating causal results is just as important as identifying them, as this increases confidence in
the Doer Effect research.
By finding that doing practice causes learning using different courseware at a different institution, the Doer Effect
results become increasingly generalized, providing more evidence that our Doer Effect findings are applicable
across a range of real-world situations. Also, identifying the impact of the Doer Effect on a final exam shows
that the effects of doing practice increase learning gains even when the assessment takes place long after the
initial learning.
Through years of research, we have replicated the causal relationship that Learn by Doing and the Doer Effect
have on learning. As online education continues to evolve and accelerate, research-based approaches like this
pave the way to create learning experiences that help students succeed.
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